A male song sparrow, Melospiza melodia, has a song repertoire of about eight or nine distinct song types, and he typically shares several of these song types with each of his several neighbours.
Song is a signal by which a territorial male songbird advertises his breeding status and 'posts' his territory. Although a single species-specific song is sufficient for this purpose, in most songbird species the male possesses a repertoire of distinct song types. The function of song repertoires is a topic of considerable theoretical debate, but most theories of repertoires agree on one point: that the songs in the repertoire are interchangeable, functioning primarily to provide diversity (reviews in Krebs & Kroodsma 1980; Searcy & Andersson 1986; Catchpole 1987; Kroodsma 1988; Slater 1989; McGregor 1991) . In the course of a long-term study of the song sparrow, Melospiza melodia, we have developed an alternative view of song repertoires that focuses on song sharing between neighbouring birds (Beecher et al. 1994) . We have found that a young male song sparrow learns several songs from each of the older, established males in a particular area. Eventually the young bird attempts to set up his own territory close to his song 'tutors', often by defending a small 'insertion' territory among the larger territories and later expanding its boundaries. Because the young bird's strategies of song learning and of territory establishment are correlated, he ends up sharing at least several song types with each of his future neighbours, both his 'tutor' neighbours, and other young birds who will have learned many of the same song types. We believe that sharing song types with his neighbours confers several advantages on the bird, and we focus here on one key advantage: it provides the bird with a mechanism for addressing or replying to a particular neighbour by singing a song type that he shares with that neighbour. We term this mechanism 'repertoire matching' because the reply song matches some song in the neighbour's repertoire. In this paper we provide evidence for such a mechanism in song sparrows.
One of the exceptions to the generalization that the bird uses the song types in his repertoire interchangeably is the case where the bird replies to a stimulus song by singing the same song type. This pattern of counter-singing has been referred
